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Orbital dependent exchange-only methods for periodic systems
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Various orbital-dependent exchange-only potentials are studied which exhibit correct long-range asymptotic
behavior. We present the application of these potentials for polymers and by one of these potentials for
molecules. Kohn-Sham type periodic calculations have been carried out for polyethylene in order to make
valuable comparison of these potentials with each other as well as with Hartree-Fock and exchange-only LDA
(Xa) methods. The difference between total energies and highest occupied orbital energies obtained with
Hartree-Fock methods and with localized exchange potentials is larger for this polymer than for atoms or
molecules. Various properties of the band structure are also calculated. The band gap strongly depends on the
basis set. The larger basis set makes the Kohn-Sham eigenvalue gap too low at about 4.4 eV while the minimal
basis set results in value close to the experimental gap (;8.8 eV!. For the total energy and the exchange
energy, the various orbital-dependent exchange-only and Hartree-Fock results differ only slightly, but for the
highest occupied orbital energy the difference is more pronounced. The Kohn-Sham band gap obtained with
the optimized effective potential method is corrected with the exchange contribution to the derivative discon-
tinuity of the exchange-correlation potential. The corrected band gap obtained with the Slater’s exchange
potential is 9.7 eV.@S0163-1829~99!07731-0#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Density functional theory~DFT! is well established in
theoretical physics and quantum chemistry.1 The application
of the theory to investigate the properties of materials
been made in the framework of the so-called second gen
tion density functionals in which the kinetic energy is e
pressed in terms of orbitals but the exchange and correla
energyExc in terms of the electron density. This leads to t
one-electron Kohn-Sham~KS! equations. In many casesExc
is treated in the local density approximation~LDA !. How-
ever, for atoms and molecules gradient correction to the e
tron density, such as the generalized gradient approxima
~GGA! is necessary in order to improve the results.

Density functionals of the third generation treat both t
kinetic and exchange energy exactly in terms of sing
particle orbitals and only the correlation energy needs to
approximated, either in terms of the density or in terms
the orbitals. The corresponding one-particle equations
known as the optimized effective potential method~OEP!
derived some time ago by Sharp and Horton and later
Talman and Shadwick.2,3 These OEP integro-differentia
equations yield orbitals which are implicit functionals of th
density r since the orbitals come from a local potentia
Therefore, one can use the following notation for such
class of potentials:vx@$ui(@r#,r )%#. The Hohenberg-Kohn
theorem,4 applied to noninteracting systems, ensures that
ground-state determinant, hence, all the occupied orbitals
unique functionals of the density.

However, the OEP method is still rather complicate
Krieger, Li, and Iafrate~KLI ! transformed and approximate
PRB 600163-1829/99/60~8!/5429~11!/$15.00
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these equations into a manageable form and applied the
atoms5,6 where they yield results nearly identical to OEP5

Later the KLI approach was also used for molecules7 and for
certain semiconductors,8,9 but not for polymer chains. Othe
calculations with a Kohn-Sham potential which is believ
to be close to the exact KS potential resulted in much n
rower gap than the experiment.10

The KLI approximation to OEP provides a sel
interaction free exchange potential and proper21/r
asymptotic behavior asr˜`.5 Other approximate potential
vx@$ui%# are reported which exhibit proper asymptotics
well.11 The Koopmans theorem5 is satisfied by the highes
occupied orbital in OEP and KLI, while it is violated b
other density functionals such as LDA and GGA. For i
stance, while the popular GGA exchange-correlation ene
functional12 provides large improvements in the relative e
ergies of various systems, the exchange-correlation po
tials and the energy eigenvalues of the highest occup
state, are both suffering from significant error.5 Also others
found insignificant improvement to semiconductor ener
gap by GGA.13 In the last decades quite a number of pub
cations appeared on polymer electronic structure us
mainly Hartree-Fockab initio methods.14 Results are re-
ported only the most recently, however, using DFT metho
like LDA.15

In this paper we will present results obtained by vario
orbital dependent local exchange potentials for polyme
We give the valuable comparison of differentvx potentials
which allows one to draw definite conclusions about the
ture applicability of OEP based methods for periodic s
tems. The work presented here describes the calculated
5429 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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gaps, band widths, band structures and total energy of p
ethylene within the Kohn-Sham density functional sche
using, however, various orbital dependent exchange po
tials as the Slater’s potential and the reasonably simpli
version of the KLI exchange-only potential. For comparis
we also give results obtained by Hartree-Fock~HF! and
exchange-only LDA (Xa).

II. BASIC FORMALISM

We start from the following Kohn-Sham effective singl
particle equation of ordinary density functional theory~for
sake of simplicity we dropped the spin index and atom
units are used throughout the paper!:

F2
1

2
¹21vs~r !Gui~r !5e iui~r !, ~1!

where $ui ,i 51,2,. . . ,N% are eigenfunctions of the singl
particle effective KS potentialvs(r ).1 i is a collective index
for all single particle quantum numbers,

vs~r !5vext~r !1vH~r !1vxc~r !. ~2!

As usual,vext(r ) denotes the external andvH(r ) the Hartree
potential. vxc(r ) is a local exchange-correlation potentia
which is formally defined as the functional derivative of t
exchange-correlation energy

vxc~r ,@r#!5
dExc@r#

dr~r !
. ~3!

Due to the Hohenberg-Kohn theorem, there exists a one
one mapping between the single particle KS potentialsvs(r )
and densitiesr(r ) which guarantees that the functional d
rivative given by Eq.~3! is defined.1

The exactExc@r# can be written as

Exc@r#5
1

2E dr 8drE
0

1

dl
r~r !r~r 8!†gl~@r#;r ,r 8!21‡

ur2r 8u
,

~4!

where gl(@r#;r ,r 8) is the pair correlation function of the
ficticious system with interaction strength parameter 0<l
<1 and a ground state density which is independent ol.
When employing Eq.~3! on Exc@r#,

vxc~r ,@r#!5E
0

1

dlH E dr 8
r~r 8!†gl~@r#;r ,r 8!21‡

ur2r 8u

1
1

2E dr 8dr 9
r~r 8!r~r 9!

ur 82r 9u

dgl~@r#;r 8,r 9!

dr~r ! J .

~5!

The first term of the potential is the so-calledpotentialpart
of the exchange-correlation energy16,11 which is identical
with Slater’s potential in the exchange-only case, i.e., forgl

approximated bygl50 and which is exactly known.17 To get
the second,response-like term on the right-hand side of Eq
~5! one faces the technical difficulty that—even for t
exchange-only case—the functional derivative cannot be
termined directly. One way to getvxc(r ) for a given, orbital-
dependent approximation toExc is provided by the optimized
y-
e
n-
d
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effective potential method~OEP! given by Talman and
Shadwick.3 The starting point of the OEP method is the to
energy functional

Etot
OEP@r#5(

i 51

occ E dr ui* ~r !S 2
1

2
¹2Dui~r !

1E dr r~r !vext~r !1
1

2E dr dr 8
r~r !r~r 8!

ur2r 8u

1Exc
OEP@$ui%#. ~6!

In contrast to ordinary DFT, the exchange-correlation ene
is an explicit functional of orbitals and therefore only a
implicit functional of the density via Eq.~2!.5,7 The local
single-particle potential appearing in Eqs.~1! and ~2! is ob-
tained by minimizingEtot

OEP@$ui%#, i.e.,

dEtot
OEP@$ui%#

dvs~r !
U

vs5vOEP

50. ~7!

As pointed out by Perdew and co-workers Eq.~7! is equiva-
lent to the Hohenberg-Kohn variational principle.18–20

The exactexchangepart of Exc is known in terms of the
single particle orbitals, i.e.,

Ex
exact@$ui%#52

1

4 (
i j

occ E dr dr 8
ui* ~r !uj* ~r 8!ui~r 8!uj~r !

ur2r 8u
.

~8!

We will not repeat the details of the OEP calculations h
and refer the interested reader to a recent review of
method.20 Also from now on we will restrict ourselves to th
exchange-only case, i.e., we neglect correlation comple
and use Eq.~8! as approximation to the exchange-correlati
functional. The resulting OEP integral equation is rath
complicated to solve in practice.5 In the work of Krieger and
co-workers the OEP integral equation is analyzed an
simple approximation is made which reduces the comple
of the original OEP equation significantly and at the sa
time keeps many of the essential properties of O
unchanged.5 Krieger, Li, and Iafrate gave an exact expre
sion by transforming the OEP integral equations into a m
ageable form. They got the following, still exact, expressi
for vx(r ):5

vx
OEP~r !5vx

S~r !1(
i

occ
r i~r !

r~r !
~ v̄xi

OEP2 v̄xi
HF!

1
1

2 (
i

occ
¹@pi~r !¹ui~r !#

r~r !
, ~9!

wherevx
S(r ) is the Slater potential given as the first term

Eq. ~5! whengl5gl50 andr i(r )5uui(r )u2. Slater’s poten-
tial can be written in terms of the first-order density mat
g(r ,r 8) as follows:

vx
Slater~r !52

1

2E ug~r ,r 8!u2

r~r !ur2r 8u
dr 8. ~10!

In Eq. ~9! the summation runs over the orbital index for a
the occupied orbitals up to the highest occupiedmth orbital
~Fermi level!. The functionpi is defined by
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pi~r !5
1

ui~r !
E dr 8@vxc

OEP~r 8!2v i~r 8!#Gi~r ,r 8!ui~r 8!,

~11!

whereGi(r ,r 8) is the Green’s function

Gi~r ,r 8!5(
j Þ i

uj* ~r !uj~r 8!

e j2e i
. ~12!

In practical applications the last term in Eq.~9! turned out to
be quite small in atomic systems and has small effect onl
the atomic shell boundaries.5 Krieger, Li, and Iafrate5 ~KLI !
have proposed a simple approximation where this last ter
neglected completely. This might appear a rather crude
proximation but it can be interpreted as a mean-field appr
mation since the neglected terms averaged over the gro
state densityr(r ) vanish. This is not only true for finite
systems with exponentially decaying densities,5 but also for
infinite systems such as solids or polymers.20 The KLI-
approximation to the exchange potential after some alge
reads

vx
KLI ~r !5vx

S~r !1 (
i 51

m21 uui~r !u2

r~r ! (
j 51

m21

~A21! i j ~ v̄x j
S 2 v̄x j

HF!,

~13!

(
j 51

m21

~A21! i j ~ v̄x j
S 2 v̄x j

HF!5 v̄xi
KLI 2 v̄xi

HF,

wherem is the highest occupied orbital level,

A j i 5d j i 2M j i , ~14!

M j i 5E r j~r !r i~r !

r~r !
dr , i , j 51, . . . ,m21. ~15!

v̄x j
S and v̄x j

HF are given as follows:

v̄x j
S 5E r j~r !vx

S~r !dr , ~16!

v̄x j
HF52

1

2 (
i

occ E dr dr 8
ui* ~r !uj* ~r 8!ui~r 8!uj~r !

ur2r 8u
, ~17!

vx
S~r !52

1

2r~r ! (
i , j

occ

ui* ~r !uj~r !E dr 8
ui~r 8!uj* ~r 8!

ur2r 8u
,

~18!

v i~r !5
1

ui* ~r !

dEx
OEP@$ui%#

dui~r !
. ~19!

The term corresponding to the highest occupied orbitalum

has been excluded from the sum in Eq.~13!, becausev̄xm
KLI

5 v̄xm
HF .5

In this article we restrict ourselves to different exchang
only methods, however, the extension of these method
exchange-correlation case is in principle straightforwar5

The most trivial way of accounting for Coulomb correlatio
effects is the use of a correlation energy functional eithe
its local or gradient corrected form. However, recent cal
at
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lations using a gradient- and orbital-dependent functiona
combination with exact exchange provided excellent res
for atoms only.7 The poor performance of this functional fo
molecules must be attributed to the improper long-ran
component in the corresponding correlation hole which
needed to cancel the long-range component in the exac
change hole~the combinedxc hole is typically short-ranged!.
Most of the approximate correlation functionals, which a
derived from the homogeneous or the inhomogeneous e
tron gas model, are suffering from incorrect long-range a
ymptotics and exhibit improper local behavior.16 Therefore
the extension of OEP based methods to include electron
relation will probably be the subject of further studies in t
near future.21

In this paper we do not attempt to solve Eq.~13! for
polymers but instead choose a different approach propo
by Gritsenkoet al.11 For the constantswj5 v̄x j

KLI 2 v̄x j
HF in Eq.

~13! an alternative expression is proposed11 in terms of or-
bital energiese j . It follows from gauge invariance require
ments, proper scaling and short range behavior of the
sponse part of Eq.~5! and Eq.~13! thatwj does only depend
on energy differences. Therefore Eq.~13! turns into the fol-
lowing much simpler formula:

vx
SSP~r !5vx

S~r !1
8A2

3p2 (
i 51

m21 uui~r !u2

r~r !
AeF2e i , ~20!

whereeF is the Fermi level~highest occupied energy level!.
We use the notation SSP~Slater’s potential1 step potential!
for this exchange potential. The constant 8A2/3p2 is ob-
tained from the homogeneous electron gas~HEG! model so
that Eq. ~20! is exact in the HEG limit.11 This constant is
chosen as universal parameter for all the calculations. I
one of the main advantages of this expression that one
avoid the matrix inversion of Eq.~13! and also suggests th
future applicability of a more general class ofvxc which can
be designated byvxc(@$ui%,$e i%#;r ).21 Note that the summa
tion runs over all the occupied orbitals except the high
one, as in Eq.~13!. With the step potential-like second term
vx

SSP provides a good approximation to the OEP exchan
potential@Eq. ~9!# ~Ref. 11! that possesses proper short-ran
behavior and the characteristic atomic-shell stepped st
ture.

III. THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ORBITAL
DEPENDENT EXCHANGE POTENTIALS

In this section we briefly give the summary of the theo
for a periodic one-dimensional polymer chain based
Gaussian lobe functions.22

In the following we want to describe quasi one dime
sional helical chain polymers, i.e., we consider a single po
mer chain~extending to infinity! which may or may not have
a helix structure~for general background on the LCAO
method on helical polymers see, e.g., Ref. 15!. Mathemati-
cally this symmetry can be expressed by a screw operatioS
in terms of a translationa along thez-axis combined with a
rotation of angleQ about the same axis, i.e., formally,
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S~a,Q!r5S x cosQ2y sinQ

x sinQ1y cosQ

z1a
D . ~21!

The symmetry group generated by the screw operation i
Abelian group and therefore its irreducible representati
are one-dimensional. Therefore the single-electron w
functions corresponding to this problem will transform a
cording to

ui~k,Snr !5exp~2 ikn!ui~k,r !, ~22!

where the labelk ~which may be viewed as a normalize
wave number! is restricted to the range2p<k<p and i is
simply the band index~to avoid confusion of indexes w
note thati in the exponent is simply the imaginary numbe!.

The electrons are assumed to doubly occupy a set of
electron orbitals,ui(k,r ), of Bloch-type. These orbitals ar
written as linear combinations ofmb atomic ~real! basis
functions.$xm ,m51, . . . ,mb% denotes the basis atomic fun
te
es
l

-

h

nc
a

ve

-
il-
an
s
e

-

e-

tions in the reference unit cell andxm
n (r )5xm

0 (Snr ) are the
corresponding basis functions for unit celln. The ansatz for
the orbitals then reads

ui~k,r !5 (
n52`

1`

(
m

mb

cim~k!eiknxm
n ~r !, ~23!

which transforms according to Eq.~22!. In this article the
sets of index (n,n8,n9), (i , j ) and (m,n,s,t) are used, refer-
ring to cells, orbitals and contracted atomic lobe functio
The unknown coefficientscim(k) have to be determined
through the self-consistency procedure. Since we are dea
with an infinite chain polymer, the sum over the neighbori
cells extends from2` to 1`. In practice, however, we only
take a finite number of neighboring cells into account.
Sec. V we will address the question of how many cells ne
to be taken into account in order to get converged grou
state energies.

The total energy for the polymer system is expressed15
Etot5(
mn

mb

(
n52`

1`

Pmn
0,nH 2

1

2
^xm

0 u¹2uxn
n&1^xm

0 uexc~@$ui%#;r !uxn
n&J 1

1

2 (
n852`

1` H S (
rs

ZrZs

uRr
02Rs

n8u D
1(

mn

mb

(
n52`

1`

Pmn
0,nS (

st

mb

(
n952`

1`

Pst
n8,n9^xm

0 xn
nuxs

n8xt
n9&22(

r
K xm

0U Zr

ur2Rr
n9u
Uxn

nL D J , ~24!
ce

n.

l
set

be
whereZr andRr denote the nuclear charges and coordina
within a single unit cell,Rr

n denotes the nuclear coordinat
in unit cell n (Rr

n5SnRr). In our particular case the orbita
dependent exchange-correlation energy density
exc(@$ui%#;r )5ex(@$ui%#;r ) and also
Ex5*ex(@$ui%#;r )dr .16

According to Eq.~8! Ex
OEP can be given in terms of one

particle density matrixes as well,

Ex
OEP52

1

4 (
mn

(
n,n8,n952`

1`

Pmn
0,n(

st
Pst

n8,n9

3E xm
0 ~r !xn

n~r 8!xs
n8~r !xt

n9~r 8!

ur2r 8u
dr 8dr , ~25!

wherexm
0 , xn

n , xs
n8 andxt

n9 are the basis functions in whic
the orbitals are expanded. The upper indexes 0 andn,n8,n9
denote the localization of the basis function in the refere
cell and in the infinite system, respectively. The density m
trix elements for one-dimensional periodic systems are gi
by

Pst
n8,n95(

j 51

occ E
2p

p dk

2p
cj s* ~k!cj t~k!exp@ ik~n82n9!#.

~26!

The density matrixPmn is computed at each iteration by nu
merical integration over the occupied part of the first Br
s

is

e
-
n

louin zone of the polymer. The interactions of the ‘‘referen
cell’’ with neighbors ~finite neighboring interaction! are
taken into account by the summation over the cell indexn.
The electron density can then be written as

r~r !5 (
n52`

1`

(
mn

mb

Pmn
0,nxm

0 ~r !xn
n~r !. ~27!

The contracted Gaussian-lobexm(r ) basis functions in the
reference unit cell22 is equal to

xm~r !5
1

AN
(
a

dmaexp~2amaur2Ama2Rsu2!, ~28!

where the summation runs over contraction indexa. The
constantsdma are fixed according to the contraction patter
The basis functions$xm(r ),m51, . . . ,mb% are also chosen to
be normalized andRs is the atomic position in the unit cel
from where the lobe functions are displaced. In the basis
the higher angular momentum termsp,d,... aretreated by
linear combinations ofs-functions ~lobes! with its origins
displaced from the nuclear position by vectorsAma ~for fur-
ther details see Ref. 22!. For instance, apx orbital can be
written as a difference between two lobe functionsupx

51/AN(u12u2) so that the exponent in the basis set will
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ur2Ama2Rsu25@r x1~21! lA2Rsx#
21 (

i 5y,z
~r i2Rsi!

2,

~29!

where A is the magnitude of the displacement of the lo
centers, andRsi is the component of the position vector
nucleuss. According to Eq.~18!, the Slater potential in term
of Gaussian basis sets and of the self-consistently determ
density matrix can be written

vx
Slater~r !52

1

2r~r ! (
n,n8,n952`

1`

(
mn

Pmn
0,n

3(
st

Pst
n,8n9xm

0 ~r !xs
n8~r !E xn

n~r 8!xt
n9~r 8!

ur2r 8u
dr 8.

~30!

While the integration with respect to the primedr 8 coordi-
nate can be carried out analytically,23 the second integration
to calculate the matrix elements according to Eq.~16! can be
accomplished only numerically which makes the proced
somewhat time consuming. However, further attention w
be devoted to simplifying this integral using auxiliary
functions.15

Since we are dealing with a Hartree-Fock-Roothan-H
SCF-LCAO-MO approximation in a basis s
representation,24 one has to apply the Fock matrix formalis
and has to form the corresponding Fock matrix elements

Fmn
n 5Hmn

n 1Jmn
n 1Fmn

n,x , ~31!

where Hmn
n ,Jmn

n and Fmn
n,x are the one-electronic, Coulom

and exchange contributions to the Fock matrixFmn
n with n

unit cell so that

Hmn
n 5 K xm

0U2 1

2
¹1vext~r !Uxn

nL , ~32!

Jmn
n 5^xm

0 uvH~r !uxn
n&, ~33!

and

Fmn
n,x5^xm

0 uvx~r !uxn
n&, ~34!

wherevH(r ) is the Coulomb term of the Hartree potentia
According to Eq.~1! and Eq.~23! the stationary one-electro
periodic wave functions$ui(k,r )% are obtained in the usua
way by solving the eigenvalue equations

(
m

cj m~k!H (
n52`

1`

eikn@Fmn
n 2e j~k!Smn

n #J 50, ~35!

m,n51,2, . . . ,mb ,

with

Smn
n 5E dr xm

0 ~r !xn
n~r !, ~36!

at a finite number ofk points in the Brillouin zone~BZ!. This
gives the band structuree j (k) and the eigenvectors.
ed

e
l

ll

IV. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

On the basis of the formalism described above the to
energy and the electronic band structure have been calcu
for polyethylene by various exchange-only methods. All
these schemes can be considered as orbital dependent
ods and results are compared with other density functio
exchange-only methods like the simple exchange-only L
(Xa) procedure. Hartree-Fock calculations have been c
ried out as well to make valuable comparison with the p
vious methods. For all the calculations a code is used wh
has been developed in our group and the results are c
pared with other polymer codes like the Mintmire
program.15 This code is based on the Erlangen period
Hartree-Fock program25 and has been developed by Kur
and Su¨le.26 During the calculations the number ofk-points
and the convergence criteria are set to 25 and 1025 ~the
change of the density matrix elements from one iteration
the next!, respectively. For polyethylene the experimen
‘‘zig-zag’’ geometry is used.15 Since the various propertie
of polyethylene depend significantly on the geometry,
give the structure we have used for the calculations: the C
and C-H bond lengths and the CCC, HCH, HCC bond ang
are set to 1.54 Å, 1.10 Å, and 113°, 108°, and 113°, resp
tively. Recent geometry optimization calculations with va
ous DFT functionals provided values in very good agreem
with these experimental bonding parameters.27 Three types
of basis sets are used: Clementi’s minimal~7S/3P!, the larger
double-z ~9S/5P! and~11S/7P! basis sets for carbon, and th
4S, 6S and 8S for the hydrogen atom, respectively.28 To
make valuable comparison with previously published atom
and molecular results6,7 and also to check the reliability o
our code we have made calculations with a translation ve
of about 20.0 a.u. and with the minimal number of neighb
ing interactions (neig51). Using these parameters the com
puted properties must be very close to those obtained
atomic or molecular codes. The test provided nice agreem
with atomic calculations obtained by Hartree-Fock, Slate
or SSP exchange-only method which confirms the reliabi
of our code.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The comparison is carried out for Be and for LiH~Refs. 7
and 11! ~Table I! in the above-mentioned atomic and m
lecular limit with our polymer code.26 The deviation of the
total energies from HF can be compared with results
tained by others:11 we found 12, 5 mHartree for Slater an
SSP, while Gritsenkoet al.obtained 11 and 0.0, respectivel
For LiH the deviations: 0.0, 0.0 mH, while Graboet al.7

found 6 mH for Slater. The discrepancy between our a
other’s results can be considered rather small and is prob
due to the different basis set applied here. The total ener
for C2H4 are compared as well in the molecular limit and t
following values are obtained with Hartree-Fock, Slater a
SSP exchange-only methods:277.61066,277.58735, and
277.60790 a.u. One can see that the deviation from HF is
mH for Slater and only 3 mH for SSP. For the highest occ
pied orbital energies we got20.4273, 20.4878, and
20.3854 a.u. by HF, Slater, and SSP. For LiH the cor
sponding numbers are as follows:20.2914,20.3228, and
20.3088 a.u. which are compared with Grabo’s value7

20.3017 ~HF!, 20.3150 ~Slater!, and 20.3011 ~KLI !. We
also compared our calculated HF total energy and Fe
level with those obtained by otherab initio codes like the
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TABLE I. Comparison of HF, Slater, and SSP results for Be and LiH obtained with the DIOGENES
using Clementi’s minimal basis set with values from the literature.

HFour HFother Slaterour Slaterother SSPour SSPother

Be Etot/a.u. 214.567 214.573a 214.556 214.551b 214.562 214.560b

LiH Etot/a.u. 27.954 27.987c 27.954 27.981c 27.954 27.987c

27.8629e 27.8620e

em/a.u. 20.2914 20.3017c 20.3228 20.3150c 20.3088 20.3011c

20.2870d 20.2857e

aReference 37.
bReference 11.
cReference 7.
dWith STO-3G basis.
eWith STO-3G basis usingGAUSSIAN94 ~Ref. 29! program package.
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GAUSSIAN 94 package29 for LiH using the STO-3G minimal
basis set. The agreement is acceptable which also indic
that our code works in a proper way.

Our results for some physical properties of polyethyle
are shown in Tables II and III. The results are listed in ter
of the number of the neighboring interactions. Actually,
turns out that at least five neighbors are necessary to
converged results for all the physical properties we are in
ested in. For comparison we have also calculated the p
erties for eight neighboring cells. In Table III values a
given obtained from Mintmire’s polymer code15 as well,
tes

e
s

et
r-
p-

which is using the multiple expansion technique for t
neighboring interaction and can therefore be considered a
infinite order approach.15 However, in this code a differen
basis set is used~721/51/1*! which makes the compariso
somewhat more difficult.

The comparison of total energies shows that Hartree-F
provides the lowest energies while the various Kohn-Sh
schemes result in somewhat higher energies. OEP lead
total energy values that are upper bounds to the HF res
and generally the inequality,EHF,EOEP,EKLI ,ELSDX
holds.5 Actually the difference between HF and SSP is
s set.

value

d

on the
TABLE II. Calculated properties of polyethylene by various DFT methods using the minimal basi
HF, Slater, SSP, andXa denote the Hartree-Fock, exchange-only method with Slater’s potential@see Eq.
~16!#, Slater’s potential with orbital dependent step potential Eq.~20!, and theXa exchange-only density
functional method, respectively. All the properties are in a.u. except the vertical HOMO-LUMO eigen
gapwhich is given in eV and which is computed at the edge of the Brillouin zone (k51). Neig is the number
of the neighbors taken into account in the neighboring approach.Etot /u, Ex are the calculated total an
exchange energies per unit cell.em andem11 are the highest occupied and the first virtual energy levels.Dx

is the exchange contribution to the total derivative discontinuity. The calculations were carried out
CH2 unit cell.

Neig HF Slater SSP Xa

1 Etot/u ~a.u.! 239.03535 239.01888 239.02768 238.41375
Ex ~a.u.! 25.82128 25.84774 25.79080 25.15416
em ~a.u.! 20.6672 20.4321 20.4924 20.5070

em11 ~a.u.! 0.3978 20.4083 20.1084 20.1535
gap ~eV! 29.0 15.1 16.4 18.0
Dx ~eV! 25.7 24.4

5 238.88012 238.86891 238.87278 238.30351
25.75048 25.76397 25.7379 25.16982
20.4747 20.3524 20.2312 20.2761
0.3444 20.0433 0.1310 0.1514
22.3 8.4 9.9 11.6

23.5 21.9

8 238.88008 238.86890 238.87275 238.30348
25.75049 25.76400 25.7378 25.16983
20.4760 20.3518 20.2318 20.2769
0.3436 20.0425 0.1303 0.1510
22.3 8.4 9.9 11.6

23.5 21.9
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TABLE III. Calculated properties of polyethylene by various DFT methods using the Clementi’s do
zeta basis set~9S/5P! and the~11S/7P! one. The notations are the same as in Table II.

Neig HF Slater SSP Xa

5 ~9S/7P! Etot/u 239.01068 238.96683 238.99704 238.41919
Ex 25.8783 25.9368 25.8841 25.2527
em 20.4049 20.2951 20.1628 20.2227

em11 0.1489 20.1590 0.0007 0.0256
gap 15.1 3.7 4.4 6.8
Dx 3.4 3.8

8 ~9S/7P! 239.01056 238.96684 238.99700 238.4190
25.8780 25.9367 25.8832 25.25221
20.3984 20.2774 20.1490 20.2116
0.1558 20.1424 0.0116 0.0375
15.1 3.7 4.4 6.8

3.2 3.7

8 ~11S/7P! 239.02326 238.99918 238.01359 238.42701
25.8980 25.9486 25.9036 25.2658
20.3786 20.2401 20.1130 20.2421
0.2320 20.1151 0.0755 0.0354
16.6 3.4 5.1 7.6

6.3 7.6

;` ~Mintmire! 238.45548
25.27507
20.2111
0.0750

7.4
gap ~Expt.! 8.8a

aReferences 15 and 31.
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mH. For small diatomic molecules Grabo and Gross7 found a
difference of about 10 mH between KLI and HF as we
which certainly indicates that the SSP potential given by
~20! is not a bad alternative for KLI. For a larger basis set
SSP and HF total energies differ more significantly~14 mH!,
which is, however, much smaller than the corresponding
ference for Slater (44 mH!. We believe that the bulk part o
the difference is not due to the approximation of the e
change potentials applied here, but to the different natur
Hartree-Fock and DFT approaches in accordance with ea
studies on molecules.5,7 However, in a polymer chain calcu
lation we get for the one electronic energies quite signific
deviation from the Hartree-Fock values~Tables II and III!.
There is a trend in these results: the employment of excha
potentials results in the raising of the Fermi level and
falling of the first virtual levels giving a smaller gap whe
compared with Hartree-Fock for polyethylene.em

HF remains
almost constant with respect to the increase of the numbe
neighbors taken into account in the neighboring approac

Neglect of the response part in Eq.~13! leads to some-
what higher energies forEtot . Thus the addition of a repul
sive response part to the attractive bare Slater pote
bringsEtot andEx closer to the corresponding Hartree-Fo
values.11 The error inEtot obtained with the naked Slate
potentialvx

S increases with the basis set and reaches 20
for the largest basis set when compared with SSP.
,
.

e

f-

-
of
er

t

ge
e

of

ial

H

Tables II and III represent exchangeEx energies as well.
Slater yields too negativeEx because of the attractive cha
acter ofvx

S . The addition of the approximate repulsive st
potential~SSP! brings theEx values much closer toEx

HF but
still remains somewhat more negative~Table III!. Gritsenko
et al.11 found, however, the overcompensation ofEx

SSPvalues
compared withEx

OEP for atoms. The inequalityEx
OEP<Ex

HF

~Ref. 30! is clearly reproduced by Slater and SSP with t
larger basis set.

The most striking feature to be mentioned is that the hi
est occupied orbital energiesem obtained by SSP differ from
HF values significantly, and are less negative thanem

Xa .
These results are rather surprising since atomic and mol
lar calculations show that theem values obtained by HF o
OEP are close to each other.5–7 While this comes as a sur
prise we consider the raising of the Fermi level due to
periodic effects, which come into play only, however, wh
one employs localized exchange-potentials for infinite s
tems. One can see how the periodic effect comes into p
when the change ofem is examined in terms of the order o
the neighboring interactions in Table II. As may be re
from Table II, whenneig51 ~which case is closer to the
molecular limit than to a periodic system!, em obtained by
Slater or SSP is rather close to the HF value, however, w
neig is increased the Fermi level shifted upward and is g
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FIG. 1. The calculated valence band structure~eV! obtained by various exchange-only methods as a function of the dimensionlk
variable withk50 being the zone center andk51 the zone edge. The Brillouin zone is that corresponding to the CH2 unit cell. Solid lines
correspond to occupied and dashed lines to virtual levels. The Clementi’s minimal basis set is used and five neighbors are conside
CH2 unit cell.
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ting closer to zero progressively. This phenomenon is cle
the manifestation of periodic effect on highest occupied
bitals. Hartree-Fock exhibits nonlocal orbital depend
exchange-potential, which is always deeper than the lo
counterpart, and thus is keeping the Fermi level at a dee
energy level. Table II also reports that with one neighb
(neig51) the KS-based methods exhibit too wide gap a
as the periodicity is building up progressively, the gap
lowered significantly.

TheXa results differ more significantly from all the othe
methods, yielding higher total energies and higher Fermi l
els which is due to the wrong exponential long range beh
ior of the LDA exchange potential. The smallest HOMO
LUMO transition, the fundamental~eigenvalue! band gap is
found with all the methods at the edge of the Brillouin zo
(k51). As can be seen in Table III, increasing the basis
leads to a decrease of the calculated gap for all the meth
which is mainly due to the low first virtual levels when com
pared with HF. While the HF gap is still too high the calc
lated Slater’s, SSP gaps are too low.Xa provides value sur-
prisingly close to the experimental one15 while in the
literatureXa is known for typically giving gaps which are
too small.9 It is worth noting, however, that the HF gap go
through significant changes with the size of basis set as
in the @14,24# eV range.14 It is mainly due the downwards
movement of the HF first virtual levelem11 while the em
level changes only slightly with respect to the size of t
basis set. As is well known, Hartree-Fock provides too la
gaps.14 Although Slater and SSP give values around the
perimental one@;8.8 eV ~Refs. 15 and 31!# with the mini-
mal basis set~Table II! the gap obtained by SSP is closer
the Xa value. However, the band gap is narrowed sign
cantly when the basis set is enlarged~Table III!. This clearly
must be attributed to the downwards movement of the fi
ly
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virtual levelsem11 and at the same time to the raising of th
Fermi levelem .

To understand the ‘‘small eigenvalue gap’’ problem
Figs. 1 and 2 the band structure is plotted obtained by v
ous methods using the Clementi’s minimal and doublez
bases~Figs. 1 and 2, respectively!. Analyzing and comparing
systematically the band structures in Figs. 1 and 2 one
see that ‘‘new’’ virtual bands appear below the first virtu
level obtained with the minimal basis set. The larger t
basis set is, the larger the virtual space becomes which
result in the appearance of virtual states with low orbi
energies. We would like to emphasize that the appearanc
new low-lying virtual levels below the ones of the minima
basis calculations is certainly not unexpected. As the b
set increases new states appear among the virtual cano
orbitals with orbital energies that form a dense subset
possible virtual energies.32 It is not easy then to separate o
the virtual state which corresponds to the lowest conduc
band state and also the one-electron excited states are h
in the virtual subspace.

A more serious aspect of the small gap problem to
considered is that one has to take into account the deriva
discontinuity to get the right gap when using OEP.1,20 For
continuum approximations toExc like LDA or GGA this
discontinuity vanishes. In OEP and in our approaches, h
ever, we have a finite derivative discontinuity.5,20 In OEP the
exact band gap can be written as follows:20,33

D5Dnonint
KS 1Dxc

5en
KS~N!2e i

KS~N!1Dxc , ~37!

whereN is the number of electrons. One has to add thexc
contribution (D is identical with the band gap! to the differ-
ence of the Fermi (i th level! and first virtual KS one-electron
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FIG. 2. The calculated valence band structure~eV! obtained by various exchange-only methods. Solid lines correspond to occupie
dashed lines to virtual levels. The two lowest dashed curves of virtual levels are of particular interest~see text!. The Clementi’s double-z
basis set is used and eight neighbors are considered for the CH2 unit cell. Notations are the same as in Fig. 1.
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energies~level n) which represent the highest valence ba
and the energetically lowest conduction band states, res
tively. Dnonint

KS is the Kohn-Sham eigenvalue band gap. T
exchange-only contribution to the exact band gapDx can be
given33

Dx~ i˜n!5^unuv̂x
HF2 v̂x

OEP@r#uun&2^ui uv̂x
HF2 v̂x

OEP@r#uui&

2^n i un i &12^n i u in&, ~38!

with v̂x
HF being the nonlocal HF exchange operator co

structed from theN/2 occupied KS orbitals. This formula i
coming from the first order DFT perturbation theory34 and
the eigenvalue gapDnonint

KS represents the zeroth order term
the perturbation expansion.33 We calculatedDx using Slater
and SSP methods and the results can be seen in Tables I
III. Values are also obtained when the numbers of the ne
bors are minimal (neig51). In Eq. ~38! the last terms will
vanish whenneig̃ `. Therefore termŝn i un i & and^n i u in&
will vanish for systems with periodic boundary conditions
the limit of an infinite number of unit cells.33 We have stud-
ied the convergence ofDx and as far as the minimal basis s
is concerned we found no significant change in the mag
tude at neig55. The discontinuity is guaranteed to b
smaller than the true band gap by its definition. This is
produced by our calculations only with small basis set. C
culations with the small basis set resulted in negative va
for Dx which corrects the too large KS band gaps in the ri
way ~Table II!. With the larger basis setsDx becomes posi-
tive and roughly represents the twice of the KS band g
This is in accordance with the finding of Stade¨le et al.33 that
the corrected band gaps are close to the Hartree-Fock
SSP gives the value of 12.7 eV for the true band gap wh
is really close to the HF gap (15 eV!. As Stade¨le et al. has
pointed out,Dx equals the difference between the HF and
c-
e

-

nd
h-

i-

-
l-
e
t

p.

ap.
h

e

OEP eigenvalue gaps, if we assume that the difference
tween the HF and OEP orbitals is negligible.33 Therefore, it
is not surprising that such an approximation to exchan
only OEP, like the SSP approach, provides band gap v
similar to the HF one.

We got the corrected gap 6.9 eV using the Slater’s
proach which is rather close to theXa value 6.8 eV when the
basis~9S/5P! is used. Further increase of the basis set~11S/
9P! results in even larger gapD for all the methods consid
ered in this article.Xa LDA provides a gap 7.6 eV close to
the experimental value.15 This is in accordance with the ex
pectations since a continuum functional, like theXa func-
tional, which averages over the discontinuity, should yield
gap that is reasonably close to the experimental one.
discrepancy between the calculated gaps and the experim
tal one must be partly attributed to the correlation contrib
tion to the derivative discontinuity (Dc). Although we would
not like to go into speculations, however, it is quite proba
that Dc will provide much smaller contribution to the tru
band gap thanDx . Further attention must be given to this
order to determine the magnitude ofDxc precisely. Neverthe-
less, the naked Slater exchange potential provides a corre
band gapD59.7 eV not far from the experiment (.8.8 eV!
when the large~11S/7P! basis set is used~Table III!.

The effect of electron correlation on the gaps also sho
be carefully examined, however the recent publications in
cate only minor importance of correlation in DFT ga
calculations.14 This may well be due to the small effect o
LDA correlation potential on the eigenvalues.9 Because the
correlation energy is strongly dependent not only on oc
pied states but on the virtual states as well, no simple den
functional can be expected to yield coherent gaps for diff
ent systems. Only those correlation energy functionals
provide reasonable eigenvalues and can be checked ag
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experimental data by any chance, which are treated strict
the orbital dependent level of theory.

The comparison of the Slater and SSP valence ene
bands with those ofXa and HF again shows that the sha
of the bands does not change very much~Figs. 1 and 2!. But
the two highest valence energy bands are much further a
than inXa or HF. This is at least in part responsible for th
small gaps we get for Slater and SSP. As already mentio
above, comparing Fig. 1 with Fig. 2 one can see that us
larger basis set~Fig. 2! virtual bands are appearing below th
zero energy level. This phenomenon is clearly demonstra
by all the Kohn-Sham based methods exceptXa. Note that
the lower three curves in both figures are the occupied
lence energy levels~the deepest, core level is not plotted!.
The virtuals of HF do not go below zero as well. Howev
the first virtual levels are lowered significantly as well so th
the band gap is reduced from 22 eV to 15 eV. The high
three virtual levels in Fig. 2 are similar to the virtuals o
tained by the minimal basis set~Fig. 1!. The smallest energy
difference from the highest occupied level to the first virtu
is at the edge of the Brillouin zone (k51), however, around
k50.5 one can see quasidegeneracy of certain bands or
crossing of virtual levels close to the edge of the Brillou
zone~Fig. 2!. Comparing Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 it is obvious th
increasing the basis set shifts the valence bands upward
does not change their shape and relative position very m
But from the same figures one can see that the shape
position of the virtual bands changed a lot when increas
the basis set. The energy bands get shifted upwards as
moves from Slater to SSP. This seems to be consistent
Gritsenko’s and Krieger’s work: in Gritsenko’s Fig. 4~Ref.
11! the Slater exchange potential for Ne and Mg gets shif
upwards when the response part is added. Krieger’s Fi
~Ref. 5! shows the same behavior for the Ne atom as
goes from the Slater exchange potential to better excha
potentials as KLI and exact OEP. Comparison of the Sla
and SSP valence energy bands with those fromXa and HF
again show that the shape of the bands does not change
much.

The maximum of the valence band energy is appearin
the range of@26,211# eV with the lowest and highest value
for Xa and Hartree-Fock, respectively, compared to exp
mentally suggested values for the ionization potential of 9
9.8 eV.35 However, it must be emphasized that others g
lower experimental values in the 7.6–8.8 eV range for t
property.14,36 SSP provides the much lower24.1 eV value
~Slater: 27.6 eV!. By density functional linear muffin-tin
orbital method the value of25.1 eV is obtained for helica
polyethylene.36 The calculated width of the lowest valenc
band forXa, HF, SSP and Slater’s approach is, respective
6.2, 9.0, 4.4, and 3.6 eV, which is to be compared with
experimental value of 7.2 eV.35 The total valence bandwidth
is 14.0 eV (Xa), 15.3 eV ~Slater and SSP!, and 19.8 eV
~HF!, compared to an experimental value of 16.2 eV.35 Slater
and SSP perform quite well for this band width. The calc
lated gap between the lowest valence band and the minim
of the higher valence bands is 3.3 eV~HF!, 1.9 eV (Xa), 3.0
~SSP!, and 3.2 eV~Slater!, respectively. These numbers ha
to be compared with the experimental 2.0 eV.35 The HF and
Xa values are in accordance with those obtained
others.14,15The bottom of the valence band withs symmetry
at
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is roughly in the range of@231,222# eV, which is in quali-
tative agreement with photoemission data35 with 2 eV differ-
ence in average.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Calculations have been carried out for polyethylene wit
polymer code using various orbital-dependent exchange-o
potentials. The Slater potential as well as its improved v
sion, which incorporates a step-potential for the respo
part of the exact exchange potential, are used and the re
are compared with those obtained by Hartree-Fock or theXa
methods. The addition of the step potential as the respo
part of the exact exchange to the Slater potential result
deeper total energy and somewhat wider gap for polyeth
ene.

To test the quality and reliability of our code, calculatio
have been performed in the atomic and molecular limit. T
results agree with those obtained by others.

In general, we find that the band structure calculated
different vx potentials are similar with little qualitative dif
ference, while all of them differ significantly from HF whic
has valence bands significantly lower, especially in
deeper valence region and also exhibits higher virtual lev
While the band gap obtained by Clementi’s minimal basis
is close to the experiment, a larger basis leads to gaps w
are rather small. However, this poor performance for the
is attached not to the approximate nature of the meth
applied in this paper or not even to OEP but rather to
difficulties of gap calculations in extended systems.

Less negative Fermi levels are calculated by Kohn-Sh
based orbital dependent methods than by Hartree-F
which comes as a surprise, because in molecules the hig
occupied energy levels are very close to those of HF. On
basis of progressive improvement of the numbers of nei
bors in the neighboring approach the bulk part of this diff
ence must be attributed to periodic effects. Slater and S
provide eigenvalue band gaps which are too narrow. In
discussion section we are speculating on the possible rea
for this unexpected phenomenon. The exchange compo
to the derivative discontinuity is calculated in order to co
rect the Kohn-Sham band gap. These calculations indic
that the discontinuityDx is roughly twice of the Kohn-Sham
eigenvalue band gap. The corrected band gaps are clos
those obtained by LDA. On the basis of results reported h
the approximate exchange-only potential SSP seems to
vide a true band gap for polyethylene which is rather close
the Hartree-Fock gap. The simple Slater exchange pote
provides a band gap in better agreement with the experim
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